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About HMUN
Haarlem Model United Nations is a non-profit organisation run by students of the
Stedelijk Gymnasium Haarlem. For over twenty years, we have organised a
conference that is attended by about 600 students from all over the world. “Model
United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an educational simulation in which
students can learn about diplomacy, international relations, and the United Nations.
MUN involves and teaches researching, public speaking, debating, and writing skills,
in addition to critical thinking, teamwork, and leadership abilities.” – Wikipedia
During a MUN conference, students will roleplay delegates to the United Nations and
simulate UN committees. The participants will be assigned countries, or occasionally
a non-governmental organisation /other political entity, to represent in various
committees, councils and assemblies, similar to the ones of the real United Nations.
The delegates are responsible for taking on the views of the country or organisation
they are representing, and it is up to them to make sure they keep that policy.
Delegates will solve the issues on the agenda by
lobbying, followed by making resolutions. Once a
resolution has been submitted, it will be debated by the
committee and can be amended. This can be done by the
delegates, who send in amendments to add, change or
strike clauses. The amendments will then in turn be
debated and will be voted upon afterwards. Once the
debating time for the resolution has elapsed, the
committee will vote on the resolution as a whole.
No ‘real’ actions will be taken as a result of the produced
resolutions. However, a MUN conference can serve as a
great learning opportunity and a MUN-weekend can also The mayor of Haarlem giving a
be a lot of fun as there is the possibility to become friends
speech at our opening
with interesting people from all over the world.
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The conference
HMUN is a three-day conference that is attended by about 600 students from all over
the world and its twenty-fourth annual session will take place at the Stedelijk
Gymnasium in Haarlem from the 8th till the 10th of April, 2022.
The students organising the conference are known as the executive staff. The
Executive Staff of HMUN consists of eighteen students of the Stedelijk Gymnasium
Haarlem and is composed of fifteen different positions. These students are led and
instructed by the Secretariat, which is made up of the Secretaries-General and the five
Deputies Secretary-General. The Secretariat and the rest of the Staff are directed as
well, by five teachers from the Stedelijk Gymnasium Haarlem, known as the Board of
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Directors. These teachers are very enthusiastic about Model United Nations, and of
great value for MUN in our school.
Furthermore, our Executive Staff is responsible for the guidance of our delegates to
other conferences. Together, they help the delegates to get ready for upcoming
conferences. Along with the Executive Staff and the Board of Directors, there are three
other notable teams affiliated with HMUN. These teams are the Content Team, the
Hospitality Team and the Press Team. The Content Team organises and creates the
Crisis, which will take place in the ad-hoc committees on the last day of HMUN. The
Hospitality Team is in charge of making sure the stay of the guests attending our school
is as enjoyable as can be. The Press Team commands the HMUN Chronicle and will
keep all guests updated about the conference via its social media accounts. Once the
conference starts, they will be interviewing delegates, writing articles and taking
pictures.

Sponsorships
Our conference could not be possible without the support of our sponsors. HMUN
needs sponsors to make the conference a truly successful event. Each year, we get a
main-sponsor and some co-sponsors. Member-able main-sponsors were for example
Dopper and Neyenrode. These help through donating goods, such as suits, food or
equipment. Besides that they mainly support us through financial support. In return
these sponsors get a lot of recognition throughout the media. Our media outputs are
very big and each year other media outputs approach us for an inside look at HMUN.
Every year we get a 2 page story in het Haarlems Dagblad where our sponsor's name
will be visible.
This conference is a great way to educate the next generation of ambassadors,
politicians and other policymakers. Dealing with difficult diplomatic matters that are
being discussed thoroughly at this young age at the Model United Nations conference
is an important part of HMUN. The delegates that attend HMUN truly are the world
leaders of tomorrow. This makes HMUN have a special audience full of well-educated
international teenagers. With the help of these sponsors we can, for example, design
the locations and fund other conference essentials. In exchange our sponsors get
many ways to represent themselves, such as your logo on office supplies, business
cards and/or leaflets distributed throughout the building and given to parents, MUNdirectors and VIP’s.
Are you interested in being a sponsor of HMUN?
Please contact: Financial@hmun.nl
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